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Abstract
We integrate systemic …nancial instability in an empirical macroeconomic model for the
euro area. We …nd that at times of widespread …nancial instability the macroeconomy functions fundamentally di¤erently from tranquil times. We employ a richly speci…ed MarkovSwitching Vector Autoregression model to capture the dynamic relationships between a set
of core macroeconomic variables and a novel indicator of systemic …nancial stress. Both the
parameters that capture the transmission of shocks through the economy and the variances
of the shocks change at times of high stress in the …nancial system. In particular, the negative output e¤ects of sizeable increases in …nancial stress are much larger after such a regime
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change than during tranquil times. Macroprudential and monetary policy makers are well
advised to take these non-linearities into account.
JEL Classi…cation: E44, C11, C32
Key words: …nancial stability, systemic risk, macro-…nancial linkages, Markov switching
VAR, non-linearities, structural instability
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Introduction

Economic history has shown that …nancial crises are a regular, if infrequent occurrence, observed over extended periods of time, across a range of countries, encompassing a variety of
economic systems (see e.g. Kindleberger 1978, Davis 1995 or Reinhart and Rogo¤, 2009). The
world-wide …nancial crisis unfolding particularly as of 2008-9 is just the latest example. And
yet, despite a long historical experience with the common features of these events and their
often dramatic macro-economic consequences, …nancial instability was not a prominent feature
of the macro-economiccontributions to the literature— at least until recently before this crisis.
Di¤erent characterisations of …nancial crises have been proposed, including nonlinearities stemming from ampli…cation and feedback e¤ects between …nancial markets and the real side of
the economy. From this interaction episodes of systemic …nancial stress or crises with systemic
features might emerge.Against this background it is an important area of research to incorporate realistic characterisations of widespread …nancial instability into empirical and theoretical
macroeconomic models.
This paper contributes to the literature by developing an empirical macroeconomic model
that embodies a number of key features of systemic …nancial crises and by analysing how shocks
to systemic stability are transmitted through the economy.
In our view the most important elements such a model must possess include the following:
…rst, a credible representation of the level of systemic instability in the …nancial system; second,
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a macroeconometric model featuring standard variables and relationships and the possibility to
link them to systemic instability; third, an approach that broadly considers insights from …nance
theory that associate the emergence of …nancial instability with discontinuous adjustments (nonlinearities) or even switches between equilibria.
Proceeding along these lines, the starting point and a …rst key feature of our work is the
comprehensive way in which we measure systemic …nancial instability. We employ a novel
multi-dimensional index, the Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress (CISS), recently developed
at the European Central Bank (Hollo, Kremer and Lo Duca 2012). This index is designed along
standard de…nitions of systemic risk, covering the major components of …nancial systems. It
is distinct from most previously used and often narrower measures of …nancial instability in at
least two respects. First, by covering the main types of …nancial markets and intermediaries
in a systematic fashion it is equally applicable to and comparable across more bank-based and
more market-based …nancial systems. Second, by considering the time-varying dependence of
stress levels between the main markets and intermediaries it particularly focuses on systemic
instability.
Next, we embed the CISS –together with other major macroeconomic and …nancial variables
– in a richly speci…ed Markov-Switching Bayesian Vector Autoregression (MS-BVAR) model.
Such a model is described in Sims, Waggoner and Zha (2008), has originally been used by
Sims and Zha (2006) to assess structural change in US monetary policy rules and has recently
also been applied to the US macroeconomy by Hubrich and Tetlow (2012). We allow both
estimated parameters and error variances to change independently of each other, so that we can
distinguish potential regime changes related to the structural functioning of the economy from
regime changes related to the sizes of shocks re‡ecting, inter alia, shifts in economic uncertainty.
So, another key feature of our analysis is that the model allows for non-linearities among and
between …nancial and real variables.
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A third key feature of our work is that we can embody the two-way relationship between the
…nancial sector and the economy at large, taking account of feedback and ampli…cation e¤ects.
Contrast this with standard stress-testing methodologies, as used by …nancial supervisors, which
are usually limited to the …rst-round e¤ects of a macroeconomic scenario on the banking system.
In this paper we are particularly focusing on how systemic …nancial stress a¤ects economic
performance in terms of the growth rate of output. The sharp decline in real economic activity
in response to the enormous increase in systemic …nancial stress starting in September 2008
is a prominent example.1 The data sample is monthly data of industrial production growth,
in‡ation, 3-month money market rates, loan growth and the CISS for the euro area between
January 1987 and December 2010.
Our results support the view that the macroeconomy functions fundamentally di¤erently in
times of widespread …nancial instability compared to tranquil times. Both the parameters that
link key economic variables and the variances that re‡ect the size of shocks change materially.
We date the most fundamental regime change in 2008, somewhere in between the Bear
Stearns takeover and the Lehman Brothers failure. The severity of the present crisis exceeds
any precedents over the last quarter of a century. Interestingly, by dating this change in May
2008 the model somewhat anticipates the meltdown of the global …nancial system following the
Lehman Brothers failure. A second drastic regime change of parameters and variances happens
in September 2001, basically “now-casting”the …nancial turbulence around the terrorist attacks
in the United States. But this change is rather short-lived.2
In general, the e¤ects of systemic …nancial shocks in this regime of high systemic instability
1

Trichet (2011) illustrates the errors most forecasting institutions made in capturing these declines. They were
in part due to standard macroeconomic forecasting models not considering …nancial sector developments very
well, let alone widespread …nancial instability.
In our model …nancial instability is allowed to a¤ect output growth both via reduced bank lending and via
reduced aggregate demand. The …rst e¤ect can be explained through weakened …nancial intermediaries not being
able to extend credit to …rms and households. The second e¤ect can be explained through a surge in uncertainty
that leads economic agents to assume a “wait-and-see stance” and postpone the purchase of consumer durables
or investment goods (Bloom 2009).
2
There are also other regime changes during our sample period, but they are much less drastic than these two.
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are much larger than during tranquil times, as one would expect when material non-linearities
are at work. For example, an increase of the CISS –which can range between 0 and 1 (maximum
systemic instability) – by 0.1 leads to a sharp decline in output growth by 2 percentage points
over the …rst …ve months. And changes to loan growth also seem to play an important role in the
adjustment process. In contrast, the impulse response function of a similar shock on the CISS
in the tranquil regime shows almost no growth losses. It should be noted that at critical times,
such as August 2007 or September 2008, the CISS abruptly increased three to four times more
than the shock assumed in the above exercise. This evidence from impulse response functions
is corroborated by counterfactual exercises. For example, setting all shocks to the CISS to zero
during a high-stress regime period leads to signi…cantly higher loan and industrial production
growth paths than observed in the real data. Doing the same exercise for a low-stress regime
period leads to loan and industrial production growth paths basically indistinguishable from the
eventually observed ones.
In order to preview the potential for using this model in practical macro-prudential surveillance, i.e. in the ongoing monitoring of systemic risks and instabilities, we also calculate the
state probabilities for the regimes in real time for expanding samples and compare them to the
probabilities for the full sample. It turns out that both indications of high-stress regimes when
the situation stays quite tranquil in the end (type-1 errors or false positives) and indications of
the situation calming down although the system ultimately stays in high stress (type-2 errors
or missed positives) are quite rare. In other words, the model has some potential for at least
now-casting episodes of systemic instability for a macro-prudential policy maker.3
Finally, with the objective of illustrating the importance of a credible representation of systemic instability, we replace the CISS with …nancial instability measures that were more standard
3
The European Systemic Risk Board, for example, has a role in identifying situations of systemic instability in which a state of emergency may have to be declared by the European Council
(http://www.esrb.europa.eu/about/tasks/html/index.en.html).
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in the macroeconomic literature before the crisis and lacked an explicit systemic dimension. For
example, using a measure of realised stock market volatility we observe that the regimes found
do not track known crisis situations very well any longer and that the impulse response functions
show much less severe and less persistent real adjustments.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 brie‡y surveys the related literature. Section
3 describes the main features of the systemic stress indicator and discusses the econometric
approach pursued to address our main research questions. Section 4 presents and discusses the
empirical results obtained from specifying, estimating and analysing the Markov-switching VAR
model. We characterise the macroeconomic regimes that emerge and how they relate to …nancial
stress, examine their occurrence over time and relate them to crises and other …nancial stress
events during the sample period, analyse the dynamic responses of key variables to di¤erent
shocks and run a series of counterfactual exercises. Section 5 contains the estimations of state
probabilities for expanding samples as a reality check for practical macro-prudential surveillance.
Section 6 compares our models results with those obtained when replacing the CISS by aggregate
stock market volatility. Section 7 draws some conclusions, also on the potential relevance from
a monetary and macro-prudential policy perspective. Appendices A and B provide technical
details about the systemic stress measure and the econometric approach, respectively.

2

Related Literature

Our work is related to a number of di¤erent strands in the literature. First, it builds on the
econometric literature introducing regime changes in economics, notably the Markov-switching
models pioneered by Lindgren (1978) and Hamilton (1989). It applies the methods for calculating
the marginal likelihoods and for inference in Bayesian Markov-Switching Vector Autoregressions
by Sims, Waggoner and Zha (2008) to the problem of how …nancial instability can a¤ect the
macroeconomy in a non-linear fashion.
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Markov-switching representing regime changes has already been used in macroeconomics for
di¤erent questions. Sims and Zha (2006), Bianchi (forthcoming) and Evans and Wachtel (1993)
use it to capture di¤erent monetary policy or in‡ation regimes. More on the …nance side, Ang,
Bekaert and Wei (2008) employ it to explain yield curve movements and Bekaert, Hodrick and
Zhang (forthcoming) to explain stock market volatility. While we also allow for regime changes
in the VAR error variances and include in‡ation and interest rates, our focus is on widespread
…nancial instability (way beyond stock market volatility) and not on monetary policy or the
term structure.
The crisis has triggered an evolving theoretical and empirical literature how to better integrate …nancial factors in macroeconomic models. Some of the earlier theoretical contributions
include Bernanke and Gertler (1989) and Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) introducing …nancial accelerators in business cycle models, Mendoza (2002) incorporating occasionally binding collateral
constraints on borrowers, Dubey, Geanakoplos and Shubik (2005) developing a general equilibrium model with imperfect credit markets and default and Lorenzoni (2008) discussing how
limited commitment in …nancial contracts can lead to over-borrowing ex ante and excessive
volatility ex post. More recently, He and Krishnamurthy (forthcoming a), Bianchi (2011), Korinek (2012) and Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2013) make important steps in the direction
of …nancial instability amplifying aggregate ‡uctuations considering occasionally binding constraints and endogenous …nancial risks, …re sales and pecuniary externalities, non-linearities
and the dynamics far away from the steady-state equilibrium. Most recently, work by He and
Krishnamurthy (forthcoming b), Aoki and Nikolov (2012), Boissay (2011), Goodhart, Kashyap,
Tsomocos and Vardoulakis (2012), Martinez-Miera and Suarez (2012) and Boissay, Smets and
Collard (2013) puts the emphasis on the role of banks/…nancial intermediaries and their incentives in systemic …nancial instability. Our contribution also captures stress in the banking
system, aggregate ampli…cation e¤ects and non-linear adjustments, but it is empirical and does
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not rule out speci…c channels through which instability may be transmitted.
In line with the …nancial accelerator view there is also a literature on …nancial indicators
predicting economic activity. For example, Harvey (1988) and Estrella and Hardouvelis (1991)
use the yield curve, Gertler and Lown (1999) and Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (2012) credit spreads,
Estrella and Mishkin (1998) stock market performance, Bloom (2009) and Bekaert and Hoerova
(2013) (components of) the Chicago Board Options Exchange VIX index of implied stock market
volatility as a measure of uncertainty. Others combine a range of these and other …nancial variables in so-called …nancial conditions indexes, often to support monetary policy considerations
(see e.g. Mayes and Viren (2001), Gauthier, Graham and Liu (2004), Swiston (2008), Hatzius,
Hooper, Mishkin, Schoenholtz and Watson (2010) or Matheson (2012)). We also use a composite
indicator of a range of …nancial variables, the ECB’s CISS developed by Hollo, Kremer and Lo
Duca (2012), but rather than focusing on general …nancing conditions this indicator is …rmly
oriented towards measuring systemic …nancial instability. Not only does it systematically cover
the most important parts of the …nancial system but it also focuses all its components on the
preveiling level of instability. Recently also other composite …nancial stability indexes have been
developed, notably by or in cooperation with di¤erent central banks or international organisations (see e.g. Illing and Liu (2006), Nelson and Perli (2007), Cardarelli, Elekdag and Lall (2011)
or Kliesen, Owyang and Vermann (2012)). The main distinctive features of the CISS include
its conceptual foundation in a standard economic de…nition of systemic risk and the application
of portfolio-theoretic principles when aggregating its di¤erent components (notably taking their
dependence into account).
Our work is perhaps most related to the empirical literature on the real e¤ects of …nancial
distress and crises. Early contributions on the Great Depression and the 1990 US credit crunch
include Bernanke (1983) and Bernanke and Lown (1991), respectively. Bordo, Eichengreen,
Klingebiel and Soledad-Martinez (2001), Hoggarth, Reis and Saporta (2002), Barkbu, Eichen-
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green and Mody (2012) and Schularick and Taylor (forthcoming) measure, inter alia, the output
costs of many crises across many countries taking a historical perspective. We also look at the
e¤ects of …nancial distress on output, but we do not date crises and then calculate output losses
observed during those times. We rather include a characterisation of systemic …nancial stress
in our empirical approach and let the Markov-switching model …nd the times of regime changes
from the data. Moreover, we are also interested in the macroeconomic dynamics, estimating
impulse response functions of output growth (and other variables in our VAR) to shocks in the
level of systemic …nancial stress.
Last, but not least, our decision to use a regime-switching approach is inspired by …nance
theory that associates …nancial crises with discontinuous, rather abrupt changes. For example,
the seminal work by Diamond and Dybvig (1983) describes bank runs as sudden shifts between
two entirely di¤erent equilibria. Morris and Shin (2003) show how self-ful…lling currency attacks
can emerge as a unique equilibrium. Morris and Shin (2012) characterise asset market breakdowns as an adverse selection phenomenon. Allen and Gale (2000) discuss how certain shocks
can turn liquidity risk sharing through interbank markets into contagious bank failures. Diamond and Rajan (2005) illustrate how the information sensitivity of bank assets can undermine
the liquidity of the banking system. Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2008) model how self-feeding
downward liquidity spirals in …nancial markets can emerge from collateralisation and margin
requirements. Gorton and Metrick (forthcoming) argue that sudden runs can also happen in
important wholesale funding markets of …nancial intermediaries. We allow for discontinuous
changes in both systemic …nancial stress and its transmission to the rest of the economy. But
we do not pre-determine speci…c sources where they emerge from. We rather let the data speak
when they occur and in what form. We hope that this also makes some contribution to the
e¤orts in building bridges between macroeconomics and …nance.
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3

Measuring Systemic Financial Instability and General Model
Setup

In this paper we develop a small-scale but richly parameterised non-linear macro-…nancial VAR
model that shall help us gaining empirical insights about how the macroeconomy works in di¤erent states of systemic …nancial instability. We do not attempt to build a structural model that
highlights speci…c channels through which …nancial instability may spread to the real economy,
because the theoretical literature in this area is at an early stage. Hence, having primarily an
empirical interest, we do not want to impose too many economic restrictions ex ante, because
this would risk leading to model misspeci…cation, and rather let the data speak on how the
macroeconomy behaves when …nancial instability strikes.
There are several choices to be taken at the initial stage of model speci…cation. First, we
need to operationalise the concept of systemic …nancial instability in a way that is credible and
can be meaningfully integrated in a multivariate time series model. Second, the model needs
to allow for sizable discontinuous (non-linear) change, a property which economic history and
…nance theory have shown to be essential for transition from normal times to …nancial crises.
The Markov-Switching VAR (MS-VAR) framework that we employ in this paper seems to be
well suited to capture such drastic changes and the di¤erent macroeconomic dynamics that can
unfold in tranquil and crisis regimes. Third, the selection of all the endogenous model variables
has to ensure a su¢ cient representation of macroeconomic dynamics in general and interactions
among the key variables, including particularly between the …nancial stability measure employed
and other, more standard macroeconomic variables.
As to the …rst choice, we use a composite indicator that summarises the general instability
in the …nancial system and is presented in the following sub-section.4 Whilst this approach is
4
The idea of using composite indicators as a reduced-form approximation of certain more complex phenomena
is a recently expanding area of research in empirical …nance and macroeconomics (see the overview in section 2
on the related literature). Hubrich and Tetlow (2012) use a …nancial stress index that has been constructed by
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data-driven, it is founded in standard economic de…nitions of systemic risk, as they have been
derived from …nance theory and practical experience. Moreover, - to our knowledge - there
is hardly any work deriving empirical measures of general systemic instability from rigorous
economic theory, let alone agreement about them.5 A quite standard de…nition of systemic risk,
for example, describes it as “the risk that …nancial instability becomes so widespread that it
impairs the functioning of a …nancial system to the point where economic growth and welfare
su¤er materially” (ECB 2009). And our indicator is precisely describing how widespread and
severe instability in the …nancial system is at a given point in time. Absent safe grounds for
structural modelling of root causes and transmission channels of crises an advantage of our
approach is that we can start the analysis from what potentially recurring, truly systemic crises
have in common, namely widespread …nancial instability. The key is therefore to employ an
indicator of …nancial instability that particularly focuses on the systemic dimension.

3.1

Systemic stress indicator

The Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress (CISS), which has been recently developed by Hollo,
Kremer and Lo Duca (2012), is particularly suited for the present purpose since its statistical
design is shaped along the notion of systemic risk as just de…ned, where systemic stress is
interpreted as a materialisation of systemic risk. In what follows we brie‡y describe the main
features of the indicator design and refer to Appendix A for further details.
Ideally, the indicator should capture strains in each part of the …nancial system, weighted by
its systemic importance. However, a real-world …nancial system constitutes a highly complex and
complicated network of a multitude of …nancial markets, …nancial intermediaries and …nancial
infrastructures, and it is practically impossible to measure the level of stress in each and every
of its elements. In order to reduce the level of complexity, it seems to make sense to limit
the sta¤ of the Federal Reserve Board to analyse the economy in real time during the crisis.
5
A valuable attempt to provide a theory-based systemic risk measure has been presented by, e.g., Goodhart
and Tsomocos (2007).
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attention to those parts of the …nancial system which can be regarded as both systemically most
important and su¢ ciently representive for the system as a whole.
Accordingly, the CISS identi…es …ve highly aggregated market segments of a …nancial system
capturing, in a stylised fashion, the main ‡ows of funds from ultimate lenders/savers to borrowers/spenders, where funds are channeled either indirectly through …nancial intermediaries or
directly via short-term and long-term asset markets: 1. The …nancial intermediaries sector (notably banks, but also insurance companies, pension funds and other …nancial services providers);
2. The money market (broadly de…ned as including in principle all forms of short-term wholesale
debt …nancing in the economy, e.g., interbank and commercial paper markets); 3. The bond
market (only longer term sovereign and non-…nancial corporate issuers); 4. The equity market
(only non-…nancial corporations); and 5. The foreign exchange market (capturing cross-border
…nancing activities). The selection of these …ve market segments can be justi…ed on grounds of
their systemic importance.
Each of these …ve market segments is itself composed of three individual stress indicators,
where each indicator captures typical symptoms of …nancial stress in its respective market segment. In order to ensure representativeness, the indicators should ideally cover market-wide
developments. In most cases, the indicators therefore draw on broad market indices or certain
assets with benchmark status for the pricing of a wider range of close substitutes (e.g., government bonds). The set of 15 individual stress indicators includes realised asset return volatilities
(included in all …ve subindices), risk spreads, a time-varying stock-bond return correlation coef…cient, banks’recourse to marginal central bank lending (“discount window”) and measures of
cumulated equity valuation losses. All the underlying raw data are available via standard data
providers (most are from Thomson Financial Datastream). Furthermore, all data are reported
at a daily or weekly frequency and with a publication lag of one day at most, which underscores
the “real-time” nature of the CISS. Five separate subindexes of stress result from taking sim-
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ple averages of the three constituent stress indicators of each market segment after appropriate
transformation based on order statistics (probability integral transformation) to harmonise their
scale and distributional properties.
The main innovative feature of the CISS is the application of basic portfolio-theoretical
principles to the aggregation of the subindexes into the …nal composite indicator. Along the
lines of how portfolio risk is computed from the risks of individual assets, the subindexes are
aggregated by way of their time-varying cross-correlations calculated as exponentially weighted
moving averages. As a result, the CISS puts relatively more weight on situations in which stress
prevails in several market segments at the same time which, in turn, captures the idea that
systemic stress is high if …nancial instability spreads widely across the whole …nancial system.
At the same time, the time-variation in the cross-correlations captures changes in the degree
of interconnectedness between the market segments, which are likely to be relatively strongly
interconnected in general but in particular so during times of stress.
The calibration of segment-speci…c index weights according to their relative systemic importance o¤ers another route to bring in features of systemic risk within the portfolio-theoretic
framework. For instance, in Hollo, Kremer and Lo Duca (2012) the subindex weights mirror
the relative strength of the cumulated impact each stress subindex has on economic activity estimated within di¤erent regression frameworks. For the present purpose, however, we dispense
with such a “relevance”weighting scheme in order to avoid potential arti…cal correlations when
adding the CISS to industrial production growth and other macro variables in our VAR framework. Instead, each stress-subindex receives an equal weight of 20% in the computation of the
CISS which still preserves the essential properties of the indicator.6 In either case, given that
…nancial institutions, and notably banks, clearly dominate money market activities in the euro
area, the …nancial intermediary sector covers de facto a large part (40% with equal weighting)
6
See Hollo, Kremer and Lo Duca (2012) for a comparison between the CISS with real-impact weights and
equal weights, respectively.
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Figure 1: Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress (“CISS”) for the euro area and speci…c …nancial
stress episodes, January 1987 to December 2010
of the CISS.
The …nal indicator is plotted for the euro area and the whole sample period (January 1987
to December 2010) at weekly frequency in …gure 1. By construction, the CISS is unit-free and
bounded within the continuous interval (0,1]. The …gure shows that the largest spikes in the
CISS capture well-known …nancial stress episodes, such as the 1987 stock market crash, the 1992
crisis of the European exchange rate mechanism, the 1998 Long Term Capital Management crisis
as well as the …nancial stress around the terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001.7 Moreover, the
CISS clearly shows that the recent …nancial crisis stands out over the last quarter of a century
in terms of its systemic dimension, in particular following the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy in
September 2008 but also following its outbreak in August 2007 and the worsening European
sovereign debt crisis in the second half of 2011.
7

See Hollo, Kremer and Lo Duca (2012) for a more extensive coverage of historical stress events which coincide
with peaks in the CISS.
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3.2

Non-linear multivariate model framework

A second important feature of our analysis is the application of an econometric framework
that allows to investigate empirically whether the macroeconomy fundamentally changes its
functioning when a systemic …nancial crisis emerges or disappears. In particular, we want to ask
whether speci…c non-linearities in the form of regime switches in the relationships between key
macroeconomic variables can be identi…ed empirically, notably in terms of the role of systemic
…nancial stress and potentially also capturing ampli…cation e¤ects and feedback mechanisms. For
this purpose we embed the CISS in a richly speci…ed Markov-switching VAR model with which
one can estimate abrupt, discrete changes in economic dynamics. Our MS-VAR framework also
allows us to investigate the nature of the regime changes or non-linearities. We aim to distinguish
whether it is just the volatility of the shocks that changes during a …nancial crisis or also the
structure of the economy and therefore the transmission of shocks, i.e. whether there is also
evidence of an ampli…cation of shocks through the economy.
This methdology builds on the work by Sims and Zha (2006) and Sims, Waggoner and Zha
(2008) to estimate the MS-VAR model using recently developed Bayesian methods (see Appendix
B for more details on the techniques).8
We consider (possibly) non-linear vector stochastic processes of the following form:

0

yt A0 (sct )

=

p
X

0

0

yt l Al (sct ) + zt C(sct ) + "0t

1

(svt );

(1)

l=1

where yt is an n

1 vector of endogenous variables; sm
t ; m = v; c are unobservable (latent)

state variables, de…ning di¤erent regimes for error v ariances, v, and for intercepts and slope
coe¢ cients, c. p is the VAR’s lag length. zt is a matrix of exogenous variables, which we are
setting to a column vector of constants 1n , i.e. one intercept per equation. A0 is an n

n matrix

8
These recent developments in Bayesian econonmetrics have facilitated the estimation of and inference for such
richly parameterised models like ours.
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of parameters describing contemporaneous relationships between the elements of yt , C(sct ) is an
1 n vector of parameters of the exogenous variables and Al (sct ) is a n n matrix of parameters of
the endogenous variables. "t is the n
1 (sv )
t

1 vector of the random shocks. The diagonal n
1 (sv )
t

contains the standard deviations of "t . "0t

n matrix

represents the structural shocks. The

m
values of sm
t are elements of f1; 2; :::h g and evolve according to a …rst-order Markov process

with the following state probabilities:

m
m
Pr(sm
t = ijst 1 = k) = pik ;

i; k = 1; 2; :::hm :

(2)

Let
0

0

0

0

0

A0+ = [A1 (k)0 ; A2 (k) ; :::Ap (k) ; C(k) ] and xt = [yt

0

0

1 ; :::yt p ; zt ];

then the model can be written as

yt0 A0 (sct ) = x0t A+ (sct ) + "0t

1

(svt );

t = 1; 2:::T:

(3)

T is the sample size. Let us designate Y t = fy0 ; y1 ; :::yt g as the vector y stacked in the time
dimension. We assume that "t is conditionally standard normal:

p("t jYt

The variance-covariance matrix

1 ; St ; Ai )

N (0n

1 ; In ):

9
(sm
t ) of the reduced-from shocks can be computed as

c
(sm
t ) = (A0 (st )

2

(svt )A00 (sct ))

1

:

(4)

Since the matrix A0 varies across coe¢ cient regimes sct , the number of regimes of the reducedform shocks obtains as a multiple of the number of variance regimes of the structural shocks svt
9

See Sims, Waggoner and Zha (2008), p. 265.
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since coe¢ cients and variances are assumed to switch independently of each other.

3.3

Other variables and data sources

Since MS-VARs with even a moderate number of di¤erent regimes require estimation of a large
number of parameters, we opt for a low-dimensional model with …ve endogeneous variables and
three lags. Three of them represent standard variables in the macro VAR literature, namely
industrial production growth as a measure of economic activity, consumer price in‡ation and a
short-term interest rate, where the latter may capture short-term funding costs in the economy
but also proxies for conventional monetary policy. These variables form the backbone of any
stylised empirical representation of standard macroeconomic models (for an overview see, e.g.,
Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans, 1999).
The set of endogenous variables is completed by adding the CISS and the growth rate in
nominal bank loans to the private sector. The latter choice can be generally motivated by the
strong role that bank lending played in the most severe …nancial crises in history (e.g. Schularick
and Taylor forthcoming). It is also justi…ed by the relatively large share of bank loans in the
overall …nancing of the euro area economy. The setup is similar to the one in Hubrich and
Tetlow (2012) but di¤ers in some important respects, namely that our model uses data for the
euro area instead of the US, that we introduce a …nancial stress index that explicitly embedds
the idea of widespread (systemic) …nancial instability, and that we include loans in the model
instead of a monetary aggregate.
The data sample runs from January 1987 to December 2010. Industrial production, consumer
price in‡ation (based on the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices, HICP) and nominal bank
loans to the private sector are expressed in year-on-year log changes of seasonally-adjusted
monthly data for the euro area as a whole. The short-term interest rate is represented by
the three-month Euribor (Euro InterBank O¤ered Rate) and measured as monthly averages of
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daily data. All four series are taken from ECB data bases. The CISS (computed with equalweights instead of real impact-weights) is taken from Hollo, Kremer and Lo Duca (2012) and is
transformed into monthly data by averaging weekly observations.

4

Systemic Financial Instability and the Macroeconomy

4.1
4.1.1

Model speci…cation
Structural identi…cation

The model employed in our analysis is a …ve-variable MS-BVAR as summarised in equation 1,
with three lags (p=3). The contemporaneous relationships between all endogenous variables as re‡ected in the Matrix A0 - are identi…ed on the basis of a triangular representation analogue
to the well-known Choleski decomposition often used in structural VAR applications (see, e.g.,
Hamilton 1994). In triangular identi…cation schemes the ordering of the variables decides about
the contemporaneous causality structure, where the (shocks in the) variable ordered …rst is
assumed to be contemporaneously uncorrelated to the shocks in all other variables, while the
variable being last in the order depends on the contemporaneous shocks in all other equations.
The conventional ordering in the macro VAR literature places the short-term interest rate
last, implicitly assuming that monetary policy may react instantaneously (i.e., within the time
unit of the data sampling frequency) to contemporaneous shocks in the other variables while
no other variable is allowed to respond contemporaneously to monetary policy shocks.10 In
our structural identi…cation setup, we maintain this basic assumption and place the short-term
interest rate right after industrial production growth and in‡ation. However, we order the shortterm rate before loan growth assuming that banks can adjust their lending activity quickly to
monetary policy innovations. Finally, we order the CISS last such that output, in‡ation, interest
10

See e.g. Cristiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (1999).
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rate and loan shocks can all have contemporaneous e¤ects on …nancial stress, while systemic
…nancial instability (CISS) shocks are restricted to impact on the rest of the economy only with
a lag. This ordering re‡ects the conventional practice in the recent VAR literature to allow asset
price variables to respond instantaneously to shocks in usually more sluggish macro variables
such as output and in‡ation. The variables thus enter the model in the following order: output
growth ( IP ), in‡ation ( P ), interest rate (R), loans ( Ln) and the CISS (S).
Our main results turn out to be qualitatively robust to di¤erent variable orderings, however.
In particular, when placing the CISS …rst in the order (followed by interest rates, output growth,
in‡ation and loan growth) such that all shocks in …nancial stress become exogenous to the
contemporaneous shocks in the other model variables (assuming, e.g., that output and monetary
policy (or money market rates more generally) can react simultaneously to surging …nancial stress
(as it may happen indeed particularly during crisis periods), the impulse response functions still
convey the same basic messages. The same robustness result holds true when switching the order
between bank loan growth and the interest rate (allowing short-term rates to react immediately
to lending innovations). So, in what follows we only show results for the above ordering with
the CISS being last, which should also constitute the most conservative estimates for the key
link between systemic …nancial instability and the real economy we are most interested in.
We also carried out several other sensitivity analyses, which again turned out immaterial for
our main …ndings. For instance, we replaced the three-month Euribor by the monthly average
EONIA (Euro OverNight Index Average) rate, where the latter substitution takes account of
the fact that banks’liquidity and counterparty risk considerations drove a large wedge between
both rates during certain episodes of the recent crisis.11
11

Results not displayed in the paper are available from the authors upon request.
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4.1.2

Regime changes in the macroeconomy: Shifts in volatility, in transmission,
or both?

The most important step in the model speci…cation consists of identifying possible regime
changes at the macroeconomic level in the euro area between 1987 and 2010. What types of
regimes do we a priori have in mind in the context of the present paper? We may expect regimes
which single out episodes of heightened …nancial stress characterised by the presence of large
…nancial shocks to be captured by the CISS. In addition, we may anticipate regimes in which
severe …nancial stress becomes widespread and thus systemic with adverse implications for the
functioning of the …nancial and the real sectors due to, for example, an ampli…ed transmission
of …nancial shocks to the real economy. In order to capture and disentangle such di¤erent states
of the world statistically, our empirical framework distinguishes between two types of regime
changes, one in the size of the structural shocks (i.e., in the structural error variances) and
another in the basic structure of the economy as re‡ected in the model coe¢ cients. We allow a
priori for independent switches in one or the other.
To identify the type and number of regimes in the data, we use log marginal data densities
(log mdds), as it is common practice for model selection in the Bayesian econometrics literature.
The mdds, or posterior model probabilities, are a measure of model …t, whereby larger numbers
imply a better …t. Since the log mdds are on a log-likelihood scale, very small “di¤erences of
one or two in absolute value mean little, while di¤erences of ten or more imply extreme odds
ratios in favour of the higher-marginal-data-density model” (Sims and Zha, 2006, p. 61).12
Table 1 presents the log mdds for several combinations of the two types of regime changes,
combining di¤erent numbers of regimes in variances and coe¢ cients, respectively. The log mdds
are presented both in absolute terms and relative to a conventional constant parameter VAR
model as a benchmark.
12
Log(mdd) di¤erences can be considered as posterior odds ratios assuming equal weights for the models as
priors. We use a method to calculate the marginal data densities proposed by Sims, Waggoner and Zha (2008).
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Table 1: Marginal data densities for di¤erent model speci…cations (types and number of regimes)
Types of regime changes
no changes variances change variances and coe¤. change
Number of regimes
1v1c
2v1c 3v1c
2v2c
3v2c
log(mdd)
-6.05
92.36 131.95
126.08 147.36
Di¤. to constant parameter model 0
98.41 138.00
132.13 153.41
Notes: Log Marginal data densities (mdd) are calculated as in Sims, Waggoner and Zha (2008);
1v1c: constant parameter model; ivjc: i shock variance regimes, j coe¢ cient regimes.

The results suggest strong evidence against a constant-parameter speci…cation. The di¤erence between the constant-parameter model (1v1c) and all models with regime-switching is at
least 98 in terms of log mdds, and in most cases much above 100. In other words, there is clear
statistical evidence that during the period considered, the dynamics of the euro area macroeconomy can be well described by a non-linear behaviour in the form of Markov-switching regimes.
Allowing for two and three regimes, respectively, in the structural shock variances while keeping
all coe¢ cients constant does already clearly improve the model …t in terms of log mdd over
the 1v1c model. If we additionally allow for two coe¢ cient regimes the …t is again substantially
improved. The speci…cation with three variance regimes and two independent coe¢ cient regimes
(3v2c) outperforms all the other models considered and will thus be selected as our preferred
model variant for the empirical exercises in this rest of this paper. This means that we are going
to deal with six di¤erent regimes, re‡ecting non-linear changes in error variances and model
coe¢ cients and thus in the structural functioning of the euro area economy during the sample
period considered.

4.2

Model analysis and interpretation

While the previous section dealt with the statistical identi…cation of the di¤erent Markovswitching regimes, we are now facing the challenging task of interpreting the identi…ed regimes
in economic terms and then analyse the implications of regime changes for macroeconomic dynamics. The next two sub-sections deal with the former issue, looking …rst at the volatility of
our endogenous variables for the di¤erent regimes and then at the times at which the switches
21

Table 2: Relative structural shock standard deviations across three variance regimes
production in‡ation interest rate loans CISS
First regime (v1)
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000 1.000
Second regime (v2) 0.905
1.525
0.285
0.738 0.617
Third regime (v3)
0.853
1.994
0.645
0.563 2.980
Notes: Entries for each variable are normalised on the unit standard deviation of the
…rst variance regime (v1).

occur. Once we have established solid economic interpretations for the regimes, we then conduct the central analysis of our paper in the following two sub-sections. Sub-section 3 presents
estimates of impulse-response functions (IFRs) and sub-section 4 further quanti…es the results
based on counterfactual simulations, set in historical context.

4.2.1

Economic regimes: A …rst characterisation

The labelling of empirically identi…ed regimes is often not straightforward in such richly speci…ed
MS-VAR models. We use several inputs for deriving economic characterisations of the six
regimes, namely the estimated standard deviations of the structural shocks across the three
variance regimes, the estimated standard deviations of the reduced-form shocks across all six
regimes, and some regime-speci…c descriptive statistics of the endogenous variables.
Let us …rst take a look at Table 2 which shows the estimated relative standard deviations of
the structural shocks in our …ve endogenous variables across the three identi…ed variance regimes
(v1 to v3), where the standard deviations in the …rst regime are normalised to one. While the
di¤erences across regimes are generally rather pronounced, there exists no common pattern in
the ranking order of relative volatilities across all …ve variables. While the order across the
three variance-regimes is high-medium-low for industrial production growth and loan growth, it
is low-medium-high for in‡ation, high-low-medium for the interest rate and medium-low-high
for the CISS. This picture remains basically unchanged for the regime-speci…c volatilities of the
(potentially) correlated prediction errors (“reduced-form shocks”), which combines each variance
regime with two coe¢ cient regimes (see Table 3) and thus allows to further discriminate between
22

Table 3: Standard deviations of reduced-form shocks across
production in‡ation interest rate
First regime (v1,c1)
1.165
0.110
0.271
Second regime (v1,c2) 1.722
0.173
0.294
Third regime (v2,c1)
1.054
0.167
0.077
Fourth regime (v2,c2) 1.558
0.263
0.084
Fifth regime (v3,c1)
0.994
0.219
0.175
Sixth regime (v3,c2)
1.469
0.344
0.190

six regimes
loans CISS
0.341 0.028
0.329 0.034
0.252 0.017
0.243 0.021
0.192 0.082
0.185 0.102

Notes: vi=variance regime (i=1 to 3); cj=coe¢ cient regime (j=1, 2).

the three identi…ed variance regimes. The non-uniformity of relative shock sizes notwithstanding,
what stands out is the vastly increasing volatility of structural shocks in the CISS in variance
regime v3, where the standard deviation triples and quintuples vis-à-vis regimes v1 and v2,
respectively. The implied changes in the size of reduced-form shocks demonstrates this point as
well, with CISS-shock volatility in regimes 5 and 6 amounting to 0.08 and 0.10 in the original
units of the CISS (de…ned over the unit interval), whereas average CISS shocks in regimes 1 to 4
only range between 0.02 and 0.03). Hence, regimes 5 and 6 are unambiguously associated with
extreme changes in systemic …nancial stress.

Since systemic …nancial instability and its real implications is at the centre of this paper,
we continue in this vein and focus particularly on regime-speci…c patterns in the CISS for the
labelling of regimes. For this purpose, we now also consider regime-speci…c descriptive statistics
mainly for the CISS. As a …rst step we determine for each month the dominant regime - i.e., the
regime with the highest smoothed probability estimated from the MS-BVAR model - and then
compute the conditional moments of each variable over all months in which a certain regime
dominates. Comparing average CISS levels across regimes allows us to further discriminate
between regimes (see Table 4). While regimes 5 and 6 are clearly con…rmed as periods of
extreme …nancial stress (with means of 0.26 and 0.52, respectively), a much weaker though
broadly consistent order emerges across the remaining regimes. For instance, the average CISS
level in regimes 1 and 2 (0.07 and 0.09, respectively) is somewhat below that of regimes 3 and
23

Table 4: Regime-speci…c descriptive statistics
conditional means
production in‡ation interest rate loans
First regime (v1,c1)
0.535
2.264
5.850
5.973
Second regime (v1,c2)
3.391
3.007
6.130
8.426
Third regime (v2,c1)
2.783
1.959
3.219
6.325
Fourth regime (v2,c2)
1.163
2.834
5.850
6.108
Fifth regime (v3,c1)
3.958
2.430
4.178
9.658
Sixth regime (v3,c2)
-11.293
1.571
2.878
4.655

CISS
0.071
0.092
0.081
0.110
0.260
0.520

sample
shares
16.1%
17.8%
35.3%
18.9%
5.2%
6.6%

Notes: vi=variance regime (i=1 to 3); cj=coe¢ cient regime (j=1, 2).

4 (0.08 and 0.11, respectively). Furthermore, a strictly decreasing order across the six regimes
also results when comparing the conditional standard deviations, the respective maxima and the
conditional range (maximum less minimum) of the CISS (data not shown).

It also strikes that within each of the three variance regimes, it is always the second coe¢ cient
regime (c2) which has larger conditional means and larger reduced-form shock volatilities of the
CISS than regime c1. This already points towards the possibility that the second coe¢ cient
regime may be associated with higher …nancial stress than the …rst coe¢ cient regime. This
claim, which will also be con…rmed in later sections, receives further support by the fact that
regime 5 comes along with a healthy rate of growth in industrial production (about 4% p.a.),
while economic activity sharply contracts (-11% p.a.) during regime 6 which combines high
stress variance with the second coe¢ cient regime. In fact, all three more material recessions in
the euro area since 1987 at least started in coe¢ cient regime c2.
With respect to the regime-speci…c behaviour of the other endogenous variables, it stands out
that the volatility of reduced-form shocks in in‡ation also broadly increases with the numbered
regimes, where in‡ation shocks tend to be particularly sizeable in regime 6 (0.34 percentage
points). This regime also displays the lowest average in‡ation level with 1.6%, while the differences in average in‡ation across the other regimes are rather modest. In a similar vein, the
short-term interest rate and loan growth are both particularly low in regime 6, re‡ecting the
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mitigating response of monetary policy and a very cautious …nancing behaviour of lenders and
borrowers during times of severe systemic stress. Interestingly, average loan growth during the
high-stress regime 5 is the highest across all regimes, probably re‡ecting the still extremely buoyant lending conditions when the euro area …nancial system entered into the subprime mortgage
crisis in 2007.
The overall picture of this …rst step in our analysis seems to suggest associating the …rst three
regimes with periods of relatively low …nancial stress in general, a situation which can probably
also be regarded as “normal” given that these three regimes together prevail in about 70% of
the sample period (see the last column in Table 4). Such normal periods can include occasional
and very short-lived spikes in …nancial stress as experienced in 1987, 1992, 1998 and 2000, for
instance. Regime 4 might be labelled as one with intermediate levels of stress, as it occurred
during the …rst two years of the dot-com bust period – during which …nancial stress persisted
at an elevated, though not extremely high level – and for roughly half a year about one year
after the Lehman debacle, equally displaying rather high stress levels (see Figure 2). Regimes 5
and 6, in contrast, obviously manifest persistent …nancial turmoil and systemic …nancial stress,
respectively. Such severe levels of …nancial stress did occur exclusively in the context of the
recent …nancial crisis (see Figure 2) and represent “rare events” as judged by the mere 5% and
7% sample shares of both regimes. In addition, it appears to be justi…ed to label coe¢ cient
regime c2 as the “high-stress coe¢ cient regime” and coe¢ cient regime c1 as the “low-stress
coe¢ cient regime”. All in all, this analysis can thus be taken as a …rst sign that the structural
instability of the euro area macroeconomy as captured by regime-switching may be related to
systemic …nancial instability, in particular if it exceeds a certain level.
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Figure 2: CISS and model regimes (shaded)
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4.2.2

Timing of regimes and …nancial crises

The link between systemic …nancial instability and the macroeconomic regime changes identi…ed
can be further ascertained by looking at the times when the model changes regime. In particular,
do high-stress variance (v3) and/or high-stress coe¢ cient (c2) regimes emerge around the times
when …nancial crises or …nancial stress break out? To answer this question we compute the
regime probabilities for each possible state with our preferred 3v2c speci…cation. In general,
these probabilities line up nicely with well-known …nancial stress events.
Let us consider …rst the most extreme regimes 6 and 5 in Figure 3. The red line shows two
episodes of regime 6, with both variances and coe¢ cients being in the "high-stress" category.
The …rst one in time is dated September 2001 and therefore matches up well with the …nancial
stress around the September 11 US terrorist attacks. The second episode starts in May 2008
and lasts until October 2009 and therefore corresponds to a core period of the recent …nancial
crisis. The green line in the same …gure represents the probability of being in the "high-stress"
variance and "low-stress" coe¢ cient state. The …rst episode of this regime starts in March 2007,
when early signs of the imminent subprime mortgage crisis emerged. In line with the usual
narrative that the early phase of the crisis resembled more a "market turmoil" rather than a
full-blown systemic crisis, however, the change to the "worst" regime happened not before May
2008. The second episode of regime 5 is associated with the start of the Greek sovereign debt
crisis in May 2010.
In addition to the close association between severe …nancial stress episodes and the emergence
of the most extreme macroeconomic regimes, it is also noteworthy that according to Figure 3
our model discovers the 2007 "market turmoil" and the 2008 systemic meltdown relatively early,
compared to the usual narratives. The former is dated to start in March rather than August
2007 and the latter in May 2008, i.e. clearly before the Lehman Brothers failure of September
2008. This raises the issue as to whether the model has potential to being further developed
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Figure 3: Probability of high stress variance high stress coe¢ cient stress regime (red line), high
stress variance low stress coe¢ cient (green line)
towards a practical now-casting or early-warning tool (an issue that we brie‡y touch upon in
Section 5).
Figure 4 shows the probability of regime 6 along with that of regime 4. The state probability
of this medium-stress variance, high-stress coe¢ cient regime (v2,c2) is represented by the blue
line. This intermediate regime emerges more frequently than the more severe regimes 5 and 6.
Episodes correspond to the aftermath of the 1987 stock market crash; the Gulf war in 1990; the
build-up of the crisis in the European Exchange Rate Mechasim (ERM) in the early 1990s; a
protracted period right after the turn of the millenium related to the breakdown of the so-called
"dot-com bubble"; and …nally, to the time in 2009 when the …nancial crisis was moderating until
the euro area sovereign debt crisis took o¤ in early 2010.
In sum, the evidence from state probabilities corroborates the insight from the previous
sub-section that the most severe macroeconomic regime changes in the euro area over the last
quarter of a century were associated with the "worst" systemic …nancial events. Moreover, whilst
systemic …nancial crises have occurred with some regularity over economic history, they are still
so rare that since 1987 there was only one such episode leading to a protracted change to the
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Figure 4: State probabilities, Red: High stress variance high stress coe¢ cients, Blue: Medium
stress variance high stress coe¢ cients
"worst" macroeconomic regime.

4.2.3

Impulse response functions to systemic stress shocks

We now assess potential non-linearities in the transmission of …nancial stress to the real economy
on the basis of regime-dependent impulse-response functions (IRFs) for structural shocks in
the CISS. Since the main purpose of our paper is to study potential state-dependencies in the
transmission of systemic …nancial instability to the real sector, we focus at this point on the IRFs
resulting from shocks in the …nancial stress index (S).13 Figure 5 plots IRFs for two di¤erent
coe¢ cient regimes, namely high-stress (c2, solid red lines) and normal times (c1, blue dashed
lines). The dynamic multipliers are calculated for a positive shock in the CISS by one standarddeviation from the high-stress variance regime (v3) in the …rst case and from the low-stress
variance regime (v1) in the second case, respectively. For comparative purposes the graphs also
include the IRFs from a standard constant-parameter VAR (the 1v1c model speci…cation).
The lower left panel in Figure 5 displays the impulse-response function of the CISS (S) to a
13

Note that the impulse responses presented here area based on the posterior mode.
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regime-speci…c positive own shock by one standard deviation. It reveals that the …nancial stress
shock is much smaller in normal times than during times of …nancial turmoil (see also Table 2).
At the same time, the CISS shock is less persistent in the high-stress coe¢ cient regime than
during normal times.
We can now directly address the issue of potential ampli…cation e¤ects during periods of
severe systemic stress on the basis of the state-dependent dynamic responses of output growth
to a given shock in the CISS (see the upper left panel in Figure 5). The di¤erences in the IRFs
from the two di¤erent coe¢ cient regimes are striking. In the regime labelled “normal times”
industrial production (as well as all other variables) display hardly any reaction to a shock in the
CISS. It thus appears as if the CISS becomes a quantité négligeable under conditions of normally
functioning …nancial markets which, in turn, accords well with the fact that the CISS aims to
measure systemic stress and not general …nancing conditions. By contrast, in the high-stress
coe¢ cient regime a positive shock in …nancial stress leads to a quick, severe and protracted
contraction in economic activity. These di¤erent patterns of reactions to shocks in …nancial
stess is one of the core results of the present study. It …rst evidences the presence of actually
very strong ampli…cation e¤ects in situations of elevated systemic stress: a positive shock in the
CISS of a uniform size exerts dynamic e¤ects on industrial production in the high-stress regime
which are a manifold of the impacts in the low-stress regimes. Second, the indicated abrupt
regime switches from economically negligible e¤ects of …nancial stress on economic activity to
very strong ones is also consistent with the idea that such discontinous e¤ects may originate from
sudden investor panics and/or …nancial constraints which only bind during occasional crisis times
as mentioned in Section 2. Third, when comparing the IRFs from the MS-VAR with those from a
constant-parameter VAR against the background of the …rst model’s statistical superiority and
economic plausibility, one may conclude that predictions derived from a single-regime model
may at times provide very misleading guidance for policy makers, for instance.
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The lower right panel in Figure 5 shows that in the high-stress regime 6, the …nancial stress
shock has a relatively strong, gradual and persistent e¤ect on loan growth. For instance, an
increase in the CISS by 0.1 in a high-stress environment triggers a decline in nominal loan
growth by -0.7 percentage points after 24 months.This may suggest that bank lending does also
play a role in amplifying the adverse transmission of …nancial stress to the real economy in
times of …nancial turbulence. The rather gradual decline in bank loans to an adverse shock in
the CISS could re‡ect …rms’ability to draw down existing credit lines at the early stages of a
…nancial crisis, thus perhaps mitigating the overall constraints on bank loan supply in the short
term (for US evidence, see Ivashina and Scharfstein, 2010). On the other hand, this fact is
also in line with a lagged reaction in credit demand following the strong and immediate decline
in output growth. In general, the direct adverse impacts of increased …nancial stress on bank
lending might reinforce other more direct e¤ects, e.g. those operating via increased risk aversion
and uncertainty.
To conclude, the evidence presented so far suggests that the much more pronounced and
durable output losses during times of heightened …nancial stress compared to more normal
times are not only brought about by larger adverse shocks but also by a stronger transmission
of …nancial shocks to the real economy. A similar analysis to uncover non-linearities in macro…nancial linkages for the US by Hubrich and Tetlow (2012) draws similar conclusions.

4.3

Counterfactual analyses

To investiate the di¤erential e¤ects of changes in systemic stress in high-stress episodes and
normal times in a historical context, we carry out a counterfactual analysis where a path of
systemic stress di¤erent from the actual one is achieved by an appropriate sequence of shocks.
Figure 7 presents a path change in …nancial stress increasing by 0.25 in an episode starting
in March 1995 (regime 1) that according to our model is representing tranquil times in terms
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of the structure of the economy and thereby the transmission of shocks. The e¤ect on output
growth is small given that this is a large change in the level of systemic stress, it just drops by
less than 0.5 percentage points. In contrast, the same increase in the level of systemic stress in
a high-stress episode starting in October 2008 (regime 6) leads to a huge reduction in output
growth, namely by about 7 percentage points, as displayed in Figure 7. In‡ation declines by 0.5
percentage points following the output growth decline, while standard monetary policy addresses
the in‡ation decline by lowering the interest rate substantially to about 1%. These developments
are also associated with a decline in loan growth by 1 percentage point. To shed more light on
the di¤erence in the response of the macroeconomy to a …nancial stress shock between high
stress times and more tranquil times, we also investigate the e¤ects of setting a …nancial stress
shock to zero in a historical context. The results are presented and discussed in Appendix B.

To illustrate further the fundamental change in the dynamics of the econmy in high stress
and crisis episodes, we carry out a counterfactual that investigates what would have happened if
tranquil times instead of high stress in both coe¢ cients and shock variances would have persisted
from October 2008 to February 2009. The results in Figure 8 show that in that case systemic
stress would have been substantially lower in tranquil times by almost 0.2 (on a scale between 0
and 1 of the CISS), while the decline in production growth would have been much more moderate
(a 6 percentage points decline instead of a decline of 21 percentage points until February 2009).
Loan growth would have remained more or less the same over this period instead of declining by
2.5 percentage points, while in‡ation would have only slightly declined to about 4.4% instead
of going down to 1.2%. Monetary policy is shown to be less accommodative given the relatively
small declines in output growth and in‡ation. Additional experiments (not shown to save space),
where only the coe¢ cients are assumed to change regime for the counterfactual path or only the
shock variances are assumed to change, reveal that the change in the coe¢ cients has a larger
impact on the counterfactual outcome than the variance change.
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Finally, Figure 9 presents a counterfactual on the real e¤ects of an increase in loan growth
by 4 percentage points.

A counterfactual on real e¤ects of additional loan growth during an

episode of high stress according to our model, namely during the dot-com bubble, is presented.
This episode is associated with high stress coe¢ cients according to our model, but medium
stress variances. A similar counterfactual experiment on an episode during the recent crisis
is carried out as well (not presented, but available upon request) that is associated with high
stress coe¢ cients and high stress shock variances. During the dot-com bubble period there is
an increase in output growth of about 1.5 percentage points that, although transitory, leads to
a permanent level e¤ect. This …nding in the 2001 episode and during the recent crisis re‡ects
some common pattern across high coe¢ cient stress episodes according to our model, namely
that in those episodes credit constraints have sizable real e¤ects.

5

Macro-prudential Surveillance and Real-time Probabilities
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We now turn to investigating the potential of this model for macroprudential surveillance. To
that end, we estimate the state probabilities in pseudo real-time based on a recursively expanding
window. The results are displayed in Figure 10. While the blue and red coloured lines represent
the full sample estimates of the state probabilities of regimes 4 and 6 (see also Figure 4),
the grey lines are the estimates based on the recursively expanding samples. As can be seen,
the estimation of the state probabilities is rather robust. Hardly ever do the grey lines show
some indication for a regime switch, that would be implied by a state probability in real-time
larger than 0.5. At the beginning of the sample probabilities of being in a high stress regime are
sometimes going up, but never reach a value close to 0.5. In other words, if full sample estimates
indicate a no systemic stress regime, the state probabilities from the model rarely indicate high
systemic stress falsely, and hardly ever do the state probabilities incorrectly signal no systemic
stress when the full sample probabilities indicate high systemic stress.
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6

Alternative Measures of Financial Stress: Stock Market Volatility

It has often been argued that the VIX or similar general measures of stock price volatilities are
useful measueres of …nancial stress, questioning the additional value of constructing a …nancial
or systemic stress index. In order to evaluate whether in our context of investigating the e¤ect of
systemic …nancial instabilities on the economy it is important to appropriately measure systemic
…nancial instability.with a broad indicator that a) captures risk and uncertainty in …nancial
markets by including not only market volatilities, but also other measures, in particular risky
spreads, and b) captures the systemic dimension of …nancial stress by taking into account the
correlation between the di¤erent …nancial markets and covers a broad range of markets, reestimate our favourite model from the previous sections substituting the CISS with a measure of
realised stock market volatility. Realised stock price volatility is calculated as the square root of
average daily squared log price returns. We compute state probabilities, real-time probabilities
and IRFs for the model including realised stock price volatility as a variable measuring …nancial
stress. Figure ?? presents the impulse responses to a one standard deviation in stock market
volatility. Comparing the response in output growth to that from the model with the CISS
indicator (see Figure 5) we …nd that here the output response is much smaller and much less
persistent as for the model with the CISS. Therefore, it underestimates the severity of the real
e¤ects of systemic stress. This is not surprising because realised volatility of stock prices does
only measure volatility and does not capture other often more persistent symptoms of …nancial
stress such as higher risk premia. This might explain the low persistence of the real e¤ects that
we observe in response to a …nancial stress shock measured by stock price volatility. Overall,
we …nd that it does not capture well the phenomenon we are interested in analysing with using
the CISS, namely the pronounced e¤ects of systemic …nancial stress.
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7

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we introduced a representation of systemic …nancial instability in an empirical
macroeconomic model for the euro area that can exhibit structural instability. The emphasis is
on the non-linear e¤ects of systemic …nancial instability on economic activity. Our approach was
to embed a novel Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress (CISS) within a richly parameterized
multivariate Markov switching VAR model with standard macroeconomic and …nancial variables,
and estimate that model with recently developed Bayesian methods.
We …nd that at the transition to high systemic …nancial stress the macroeconomy changes
fundamentally its behaviour. Both the parameters characterising the structural relationships of
the economy as well as the error variances characterising the size of shocks change regime. Regular impulse response functions as well as counterfactual exercises indicate that as a consequence
of such fundamental non-linearities the recessionary e¤ects of shocks to systemic …nancial instability become much more pronounced than during tranquil times. Our analysis also suggests
that the careful representation of widespread …nancial instability, the possibility to allow for
regime changes and the feedback e¤ects between the variables incorporated in the VAR model
are crucial for this result.
Our …ndings may provide an explanation for why most forecasts missed the severe real
e¤ects of the …nancial crises that started in September 2008. Whilst we do not assess forecast
performance in this paper, the approach may have potential to be developed in the future as a
tool to better predict the e¤ects of severe …nancial stress on the main macroeconomic variables.
Moreover, it may be usable as a tool for macro-prudential surveillance by deriving the state
probabilities embedded in the model for the di¤erent regimes. In the end, both monetary and
macro-prudential policies may bene…t from the availability of empirical macroeconomic tools,
like this one, which can realistically capture systemic …nancial instability and the non-linearities
associated with it.
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A

Appendix: Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress (CISS)

In this appendix we provide more technical details about the construction of the CISS. As
described in Section 2, the CISS comprises 15 mostly market-based individual …nancial stress
indicators equally split into …ve categories, namely the …nancial intermediaries sector, money
markets, equity markets, bond markets and foreign exchange markets. Among the individual
measures capturing the main symptoms of …nancial stress in the various market segments are
realised asset return volatilities (weekly average of absolute daily return changes, included in
all …ve subindices), risk spreads (e.g., AA-rated long-term non-…nancial and …nancial corporate
bond spreads, the 10-year swap spread of German Bunds, and the di¤erential between a threemonth unsecured inter-bank market rate and a comparable Treasury bill rate), the time-varying
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stock-bond correlation, banks’ marginal lending at national central banks of the Eurosystem
(scaled by total reserve requirements) and a measure of cumulated stock market losses over a
two-year window. For details on all individual stress measures see Table 1 in Hollo, Kremer and
Lo Duca (2012).
As a …rst step to the aggregation into the composite index, all individual stress indicators
are transformed by means of their empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) involving
the computation of order statistics. To be more precise, let us denote a particular data set of
a raw stress indicator xt as x = (x1 ; x2 ; :::; xn ) with n the total number of observations in the
sample. The elements of x are now arranged in ascending order. The ordered sample is denoted
x[1] ; x[2] ; :::; x[n] with x[1]

x[2]

:::

x[n] and r referred to as the ranking number assigned

to each element of x. The order statistic x[n] accordingly represents the sample maximum and
x[1] the sample minimum, respectively. In the transformation, each value of an indicator at time
t is …rst replaced by its ranking number r(t) in the ordered sample of size n(t) which includes,
apart from the observation in time t, only past observations back to the sample origin t = 1. The
ranking number is then scaled by the total number of observations n(t) in the respective sample
such that the transformed value r(t)=n(t) corresponds to the r=n-th quantile of the cumulative
distribution function. The fact that both the ranking number and the sample size are indexed by
time re‡ects the recursive nature of the transformation in order to preserve the real-time nature
of the CISS. The transformation projects raw stress indicators into variables which are unit-free
and measured on an ordinal scale with range (0; 1]. This particular transformation method has
been chosen on robustness grounds. It is well known that location and dispersion measures of
an empirical distribution function which are based on order statistics tend to be more robust
to abbarent observations (e.g., outliers) than the arithmetic mean and the standard deviation,
respectively. The transformation thus trades o¤ gains in statistical robustness against losses of
the marginal information contained in the original cardinal scale of the raw stress indicators.
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The transformation yields a set of 15 homogenised stress factors, systematically grouped
into …ve market categories. For each market category a separate …nancial stress subindex is
computed by taking the arithmetic average of its three constituent stress factors.
The main methodological innovation of the CISS is the application of basic portfolio theory
to the aggregation of the subindexes into the composite indicator. The portfolio-theoretic aggregation takes into account the time-varying cross-correlations
(collected in the cross-correlation matrix

t)

ij;t

between subindices i and j

calculated as exponentially weighted moving aver-

ages with the smoothing parameter or decay factor set to 0.93. Since the raw stress indicators
are transformed by means of order statistics, the cross-correlations may be interpreted as a
time-varying variant of Spearman’s rank correlation coe¢ cient. The cross-correlations are thus
a mainly descriptive device, indicating whether the historical ranking of the level of stress in
two market segments is relatively similar or dissimilar in any point in time.The CISS is then
computed as follows:
CISSt = (w st )

t (w

s t )0 ;

with w = (w1 ; w2 ; w3 ; w4 ; w5 ) being the vector of subindex weights which are assumed constant
and for the present purpose set at equal weights, i.e. each subindex receives a weight of 0.2
(i.e., 20%); st = (s1;t ; s2;t ; s3;t ; s4;t ; s5;t ) represents the vector of subindexes. Inheriting the basic
properties of its constituent input series, the CISS turns out to be continuous and unit-free and
bounded by the half-open interval (0; 1].

y the half-open interval (0; 1].

B

Appendix: Markov-Switching BVAR Model

- TO BE ADDED -
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C

Appendix B: Counterfactuals on Financial Stress Shocks

To shed more light on the di¤erence in the response of the macroeconomy to a …nancial stress
shock between high stress times and more tranquil times, we investigate the e¤ects of setting a
…nancial stress shock to zero in a historical context. Figure 12 presents the counterfactual for
setting the …nancial stress shocks to zero in normal times. We …nd that this hardly has any
impact on the economy, in particular not on loan growth and growth of industrial production.
In contrast, carrying out the same experiment for the episode of high …nancial stress in 2008
(see Figure 13) leads to a di¤erence in the path of output growth of 10 percentage points. In
the absence of shocks in the CISS …nancial stress remains more or less at the same level, output
growth declines much less than it would have in the presence of …nancial stress shocks and the
same is true for loan growth and in‡ation. Monetary policy also needs to be less accomodative
in such a situation.
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Figure 12: Counterfactual experiment, …nancial stress shock set to zero, starting May 1996,
normal times
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Figure 13: Counterfactual experiment, …nancial stress shock set to zero, July 2008, high systemic
stress episode
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